Board of Directors
Regular Meeting Minutes
May 10, 2016

AgWest Conference Room

4:00 pm

Attendance
Board of Directors
X Tim Anderson
X Karen Benjamin
Bob Dahlgren

X
X
X

Fred Diedrichsen
Michele High
Phil Hinrichs

Ex-Officio Board Members
Matthew Gregg
Denise Laird

Janice Ludeke
Bob Rager

PCDC Staff
X Monica Boyken

Alli Donohue

X

X

Grant Hinze
Reed McClymont
Tom Nutt

X

Stacy Pafford

X
X
X

Tim Rehm
Doug Stevenson
Jim Wiser

Investors, Guests
none
Meeting Called to Order by
Fred Diedrichsen
at
4:01 pm
Consent Agenda
Approve Minutes of April 2016 meetings
Approve April 2016 Financial Reports
Approve April 2016 Committee & Staff Reports
Motion:
Michele High
Second:
Doug Stevenson
Approved:

All

Discussion Item:
Transition Expectations
Fred explained that with Ron’s experience and background in economic development, a lengthy transition time did not
seem necessary. An outline of the next few weeks was provided, explaining Monica’s last days, Ron’s first days, and how
they will work together to create a smooth transition for the organization.
Action Item:
Allmand Bros. Retention Strategies
Having caught wind of further layoffs at Allmand Brothers, Monica reached out to see if there was anything PCDC could do
to help. Joe advised that the issues they are facing are not community related but are industry-wide. They are currently
seeking job-shop types of activities. Monica contacted NPPD, who provided a database of companies that may be looking
for the services Allmand Brothers can provide.
Briggs & Stratton representatives are expected to come to Holdrege within the next month. Joe will contact PCDC when
they are coming so that Monica and/or Ron can meet with them as well.
Action Item:
Executive Director Contract
Doug Stevenson gave a brief overview of the new Executive Director contract that had been negotiated with Ron Tillery.
He explained that it was mostly the same as Monica’s contract other than the addition of a non-compete clause added.
Stacy will email a copy of the full contract to the Board. Fred recognized Doug and the committee for their hard work
during the search for the new Executive Director.
A motion was made to accept the contract as presented.
Motion:
Doug Stevenson
Second:
Karen Benjamin

Approved:

All

President’s Exchange
Fred explained that the Funding Campaign will tentatively start on June 6. When the campaign manager arrives in town, a
Campaign Commencement Briefing meeting will be held with the Board. Stacy will send a Doodle poll closer to that time to
be able to assess everyone’s availability for the meeting.
Executive Director’s Exchange
Monica gave a brief overview of staff time allocations for the month of April.
Monica discussed the outcomes of the CVN events she has attended to date. Nine out of the 25 prospects that attended
the events could be good fit for the Iron Horse Business & Industry Park and Phelps County in general. The information
that was gathered will be passed along to Ron so that he can further investigate the viability of the prospects.
Discussion Item:
Research Farm update
There is nothing new to report. Five sensors will be in use this year, and will be installed in the next 10 days. If there are
good results, Reed expects that crop scouts will get the word out to encourage more widespread use in future seasons.
Discussion Item:
Investor follow-up committee update
Two lists were provided in the meeting packet:
 investors who have recently submitted investment installments
 investors who have not made their investment installments in a timely manner
The Board was encouraged to reach out to those who were on the lists and thank them for their continued support.
Action Item:
Write Off Sidles Carquest Pledge
Having not received any feedback from Mark Andrijeski in regards to the Sidles Carquest pledge over the last 9 months,
the Board voted to write off the remaining balance of the pledge.
A motion was made to write off the balance of the Sidles Carquest pledge, in the amount of $600.
Motion:
Michele High
Second:
Tim Rehm
Approved:
All
Discussion Item:
Request to Assemble an Incentives Task Force
At the April committee meeting, the Industry Recruitment Committee identified the development of an incentives policy
as one of the top 3 priorities for moving ahead. The goal would be to establish a framework of the incentives to be offered
to prospects and the return on investment that should be expected for the incentives to be worthwhile.
Doug explained that it was necessary to involve other individuals outside of the Industry Recruitment Committee. The
Board discussed potential incentives and potential task force members. Board consensus was to get Ron’s input and glean
from his experience in this area before moving forward.
Adjournment at

4:47 pm

